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Reference is made to the notice of propose' . le relating to the disposal of
liquid scintillation =edia and anical carcasses containing tracer levels of
hydrogen-3 or carbon-14 which was published October 8, 1980, in the Federal
Register (45 FR 67018).

We are opposed to the adoption of the proposed rules because:

1. It does not solve the problem of disposing of these materials; it =erely
shif ts the authority and responsibility for approving (and permitting)
their disposal from the USNRC to the USEPA or similar State agencies
which regulate e=issions to air and water and solid waste disposal by
burial in soil.

2. Local incineration (with or without appropriate review and approval) at
user facilities would r- It in higher radiation exposures to the general
population living and 5 'ig around such incinerators.

3. Disposal in local =unici, tste burial sites would lead to increased
inadvertent disposal of ot perhaps more hazardous, radionuclides in
these sites.

4. Disposal in local =unicipal waste burial sites would inevitably lead to
increased public apprehension abcut rad _ioactive vaste disposal practices and
policies due to the almost certain increase in the number of containers
labeled " radioactive" that would be found in uncontrolled areas such as
garbage cans, trash containers, along the sides of roads, etc. ' , .
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If you have any questions regarding our co=ments, please let me know.

Sincerely,
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cc: Mr. G. Wayne Kerr, USNRC ,
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